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Parameters
Model UltraShock Master

Voltage 110V/60Hz OR 220V/50Hz

Ultrasound Frequency 1 MHz
Shockwave Frequency 1-21 Hz

Shockwave Energy 1-6 Bar
Package Alu Box + Carton

Package Size 58*46*42 cm
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Accessories

1
3

2
1 . Ultrasound hand piece  supporter
2 . Touch screen
3 . Shockwave hand piece supporter
4 . Shockwave Hand piece connector
5 . Power switch
6 . Power socket
7 . Ultrasound hand piece connector
8 . Filter cup
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Installation

1.All accessories well connected

(1) Insert the plug of shockwave handle and ultrasound handle piece
into (4)  And (7) output jack.

2.Insert the plug of power wire into (6) socket turn on power switch (5),
and need to input  password “ ” (Fig1), the system enter
interface as (Fig 2) shows.

3.In interface as (Fig 2)

 NOTICE: Advanced setting is only for engineers , not for user.

(1)Click on the body part need to be treated on the screen.

Fig 1

Fig 2
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Software 

Ultrasound Treated Area

Shockwave Treated Area
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Pneumatic Shock Wave 

Pneumatic ballistic shock wave instrument is 

compressor generated pulse sound waves into 

precise ballistic, compare with the electromagnetic 

shock wave, more energy generated max to 6 bar.

Shockwave therapy is a multidisciplinary device used 

in orthopaedics, physiotherapy, sports medicine, 

urology and veterinary medicine. 
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Shock Wave For Physiotherapy 

The purpose of shock wave therapy is to 

stimulate the response of damaged tissues to 

stimulate the automatic repair mechanism. This 

process is the basic process, which can make 

shock wave therapy effectively treat chronic 

diseases of soft tissues, bones, muscles, fascia 

and other diseases.
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Shockwave Therapy Effect——Symptom

* Tennis or Golfers elbow
* Patellar tendonitis (jumpers’ knee)
* Shin pain/shin splints
* Chronic neck, shoulder and back pain
* Shoulder pain, e.g. rotator cuff tendonitis/bursitis/impingement
* Achilles tendon pain
* Heel pain
* Plantar Fasciitis
* Muscle tension caused by muscular trigger points
* Knee osteoarthritis
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Shock Wave Cellulite Treatment

Treatment is non-invasive, kind to the skin.

Radial Pressure Waves break down fat cells and restore 

flexibility to connective tissue. Increased blood supply 

speeds up removal of waste products from fat cells. Blood 

flow is improved, allowing waste fluids to drain. 

Shockwaves stimulate activity within the cell, resulting in 

tighter, smoother looking skin. Skin and connective tissue 

tighten and regain their natural elasticity. 
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Shockwave Operation
This brochure use “Foot/Ankle” treatment for example. In interface as (Fig 3)

(1).Apply gel to the treated body parts； 

(2). Click on “Foot/Ankle” The system recommends D6, D10 and D20(including flat form focus 
form and radial form. 

(3) Choose which head depend on patient Install the recommended tip on the handle .

(4). Click the “Start” button on the screen; 

(5). Close the handle to the body area of the treatment, click the “Start” button on the handle 
control panel to start working. 

(6) “Preload 2500” stands for when the system works to 2500 impacts every time, it will pause
automatically. Please click on any key to restart.

(7).  During operation, hold the work head in one hand. Target the handpiece on area/point of 
treatment. while impacting, can move the handle slightly in order to cover the whole area. After 
the pre-load impact is finished, and restart the next round. 

(8)Use warm towel to clean the work head after treatment.

Fig 3
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Application Treatment Recommended 

Application Treatment Recommended
Area  RE Parameters Time Sessions Interval

Hand/Wrist 10HZ/3BAR 2000 5-10 5-7days

Elbow 12HZ/4BAR 2000-2500 5-10 5-7days

Pubic Symphsis 10HZ/6BAR 2000-2500 5-10 5-7days

Knee 10HZ/4BAR 2000 5-10 5-7days

Foot/Anke 12HZ/3BAR 1000 5-10 5-7days

shoulder 10HZ/5BAR 2000-2500 5-10 5-7days

Lumbar Region 13HZ/6BAR 2000-2500 5-10 5-7days

Hip 18HZ/6BAR 2000-2500 5-10 5-7days

Fat accumulates 13HZ/6BAR 2000-2500 5-10 5-7days

ED 10HZ/1.5BAR 1500 2-3 Twice a week
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Therapy Ultrasound 
Ultrasound therapy causes mechanical vibrations, 
from high frequency sound waves, on skin and soft 
tissue via an aqueous solution (Gel). A gel is applied 
either to the applicator head or to the skin, which helps 
the sound waves to evenly penetrate the skin.

The ultrasound applicator converts power from the 
device into acoustic power that can cause thermal or 
non-thermal effects.  The sound waves creates 
microscopic stimulation in the deep tissue molecules 
that increases heat and friction. The warming effect 
encourages and promotes healing in the soft tissues 
by increasing the metabolism at the level of the tissue 
cells. 
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Ultrasound Therapy Effect——Symptom

* Soft tissue injuries.
* Chronic strains and sprains.
* Myositis – the inflammation of muscle

tissues.
* Bursitis – inflammation of the fluid-field

pads surrounding joints.
* Tendonitis – inflammation of the tissue

connecting the muscles to the bones.
* Tendon Sheath Inflammation.
* Osteoarthritis.
* Plantar fasciitis.
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Ultrasound Operation

When you go in for ultrasound therapy, your therapist will select a small 
surface area to work on for anywhere from five to 10 minutes. A gel is 
applied either to the transducer head or to your skin, which helps the 
sound waves evenly penetrate the skin. 

The probe vibrates, sending waves through the skin and into the body. 
These waves cause the underlying tissue to vibrate, which can have a 
variety of benefits which we will look at below. In general, ultrasound 
therapy sessions will last no longer than 5 minutes.

But coming to physical therapy 2 times a week is just not enough time 
for the actual changes to occur. Research suggests it takes at 3-5 days 
of consistent, targeted strength training for at least 2-3 weeks to see 
changes in your muscles.
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Precautions in Ultrasound Treatment

Always use the lowest intensity which produces a 
therapeutic response

The head of the applicators should be moving 
throughout the treatment

The ultrasound beam (treatment head) should be 
perpendicular to the treatment area for best results.

All parameters (intensity, duration, and mode) need to 
be considered carefully for desired therapeutic effects.
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Cautions

1.You can use gel or other lubricants on the treatment
parts, and pay attention in operating in case that the
lubricants get into the work head.
2.Despite high internal damping as result of the weight
and design of the work head, continuous Vibrations
may cause strain to the user’s hand
3.The adapter is also consumable, please replace after
use a period time.
4.The bullet iron pillar inside shockwave handle must
replace when the service life is above two million times
Cleaning Methods: Put some paper at the bottom of
the filter cup rise the valve with your fingers let the
liquid leak. Or remove it to pour out turn to left to
unscrew turn to right to tightening.

1.Erythema or swelling can temporarily
occur in the treated area.
2.Loss of bodily sensation or itching can
temporarily occur in the treated area.
3.Skin damage after previous corticoid
therapy.
4.Shockwave application can cause
undesirable heart activity.

Possible Side Effects 
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Forbiddens

1.Directly on open wounds or active infections
2.Over metastatic lesions
3.On patients with impaired sensation
4.Directly on metal implants
5.Near a pacemaker or any other device that generates a magnetic field
6.The eyes and the surrounding area, the myocardium, the spinal cord, the
gonads, the kidneys and the liver.
7.Blood disorders, coagulation problems or the use of anticoagulants.
8.Polypus in the area of treatment.
9.Thrombosis.
10.Tumor diseases.
11.Polyneuropathy.
12.Therapy using corticoids.
13.Inapplicable on areas in proximity to large nerve bundles, bundles, blood
vessels, the spinal cord and the head.
14.During pregnancy (except in the instance of diagnostic sonography)
15.Additionally, ultrasound should not be applied over: ~ The eye ~ The gonads
~ Active epiphysis in children.
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More Pictures






